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The Greater Portland retail market ended 2016 with vacancy rate of 
3.44%, down slightly from 2014 and 2015.  The vacancy rate is a far 
cry from the 10.8% back in 2009.  Compared to the national vacancy 
rate of 11.2%, the Greater Portland retail market is performing much 
better. As we enter 2017, the U.S. economy has the wind in its sails 
as there have been gains in employment, consumer confidence, 
spending and housing starts.   All in all, 2017 looks positive for the 
Greater Portland market. 

Is the Old Port Losing Its Local Charm? 
I think not.  Many of the spaces previously noted were, in the 
end, simply too big for local retailers.  It took us a long time to 
land Anthropologie in the 8,000 SF former Chamber of    
Commerce space.  The arrival of these national retailers has 
helped draw local retailers like Angela Adams, Rough & Tum-
ble and the Portland Art Gallery.  Another reason the Old Port 

and peninsula won’t be over-
run by nationals is the fact 
that many of these retail 
spaces are simply too small 
for nationals. 
 

Also, the nationals we are seeing are the types of that prefer 
cool downtown areas as opposed to traditional mall areas. 

 

LOOKING AHEAD TO 2017 

 Vacancy Rates remaining low  
 Lease rates should remain stable  
 A new major retail center in Greater Portland should break ground in Westbrook - the 1st in years 
 After an active 2016 retail building sales, 2017 should be slower 
 Increasing interest rates will have an impact on pricing and CAP rates  
 On-line retail sales will continue to increase but will still be less than 8% to 9% of sales 
 Demand for retail space on Portland’s peninsula will remain strong 
 Demand for single tenant retail properties should remain strong 
 National retailers will continue to be drawn to Portland’s Old Port & Waterfront 
 

       All in all, it should be another positive year for the retail sector 
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As we enter 2017, the vacancy rate for retail 
space that we track in Greater Portland 
stands at 3.44%, down slightly from last 
year’s rate of 3.6% and 2014’s 3.68%.  These 
vacancy rates stand in contrast to the Great 
Recession highs of 10.8% (2009) and 8.34% 
(2010). 

With a very low vacancy rate over the past 
two years and little to no additional product 
being constructed, the absorption rate was 
only 9,467 SF — a little higher than 2015’s 
5,069 SF. 

It should be noted that the 86,350 SF former 
Bob’s Furniture in South Portland went     
vacant in 2016, but it was purchased by a 
church and is no longer a retail space in our 
survey.  Had this not happened, the vacancy 
rate for 2016 would have been 4.71%. 

 

VACANCY, ABSORPTON AND RENT RATES 

GREATER PORTLAND VACANCY RATES 

 

NATIONAL VS. LOCAL VACANCY RATES 

 

Former Bob’s Furniture 
86,350 SF - No Longer Retail  

Compared to the national vacancy rate of 11.2%, the Greater Portland retail 
market is performing much better. 

PORTLAND PENINSULA RETAIL OVERVIEW 2016: 
Old Port-Middle Street Corridor, India Street & East End 
and The Bayside 

Due to the complexity of this market and the large number of 
various sizes of retail spaces, we do not have a complete    
survey of the Portland Peninsula and its various segments.  
However, we can confidently say the vacancy rates in these 
areas are even lower than the Greater Portland market.  We 
believe the vacancy rate on the peninsula to be between and 
1% and 2%.  There is help on the way with several new retail 
spaces being built or in the planning stages. 

Lease rates on the peninsula: 

 Commercial Street (from Union to Franklin) 
$30 to $40 PSF modified gross 

 Commercial Street (from Union to West) 
$25 to $28 PSF modified gross 

 Fore Street - $25 to $30 PSF modified gross 
 Lower Exchange Street - $35 to $45 PSF modified gross 
 Upper Exchange Street - $25 to $30 PSF modified gross  
 Congress Street - $15 to $25 modified gross           

National retailers continue to enter the market. The Middle 
Street corridor continues to draw national retailers.  First it was 
Urban Outfitters, then Anthropologie opened in 2015.  Late 
2016 Athleta signed on Middle Street as well.  The biggest 
national retail news is the 13,000 SF West Elm store that will    
occupy the former White Cap Grill space on Middle Street. 

The asking  rents on a  
triple net (NNN) basis for 
the vacant retail spaces in 
our survey increased a 
healthy 18.48%.  

The asking rate for vacant 
retail space was $17.50 
NNN, a bit higher than ex-
pected due to a couple of 
spaces being offered at 
over $40 SF. 

GREATER PORTLAND HISTORICAL LEASE RATES  

NEW CONSTRUCTION ON PENINSULA WITH RETAIL COMPONENTS 
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